Objective-Disruptive mood dysregulation disorder (DMDD) is a new diagnosis in the DSM-5. Youth with a family history of BD are at increased risk for BD and non-bipolar psychopathology. No studies to date have examined rates of DMDD among offspring of parents with BD. This study examines the risk for DMDD in offspring of parents with BD compared to community controls and considers rates of chronic irritability (independent of a DMDD diagnosis) across diagnoses in youth with parents with BD.
Introduction
The relative increase in the diagnosis of pediatric bipolar disorder (BD) over the past two decades [1] [2] [3] [4] has prompted substantial debate about how a disorder once thought to occur almost exclusively in adults presents in children and adolescents. A recent meta-analysis estimated that the rate of BD in youth across U.S. and non-U.S. samples is 1.8%, with the highest estimates coming from studies that used the broadest definitions of BD 5 . Some researchers advocated that youth with severe chronic irritability and other symptoms of mania shared with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are best conceptualized as suffering from a bipolar spectrum disorder [6] [7] [8] [9] , while the others have argued against assigning a bipolar spectrum diagnosis to these children [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Irritability is a ubiquitous symptom of many childhood psychiatric disorders and is a DSM-V criterion for BD, major depressive disorder (MDD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and oppositional defiant disorder (ODD). Recent studies suggest that youth with severe chronic non-episodic irritability may have substantially lower rates of progression to BD-I or -II compared to youth who meet operationalized criteria for episodic Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (BD-NOS) [15] [16] [17] [18] . Most studies have shown that severe chronic irritability in youth predicts a later diagnosis of unipolar depression and anxiety disorders over twenty years of follow-up 19, 20 , while there is some limited data to suggest possible association with later development of BD 21, 22 . Another study specifically identifies anxiety rather than irritability as a later predictor of BD 23 . Severe chronic irritability appears to be a non-specific aspect of the development of many later diagnoses 22, 24 .
In order to better characterize youth with chronic irritability who might otherwise be assigned a diagnosis of BD 25 , investigators at the NIMH Intramural Mood and Anxiety Program established criteria for a syndrome of chronic irritability with explosive outbursts and hyperarousal symptoms designated as severe mood dysregulation (SMD) 26 . Youth with SMD demonstrate chronic irritability rather than discrete episodes of mania but display high levels of impairment similar to youth with BD 25 . A case-control study found that youth with SMD have much lower rates of familial BD than youth with BD 27 . Secondary analyses of longitudinal epidemiological studies have demonstrated that youth with an operationalized diagnosis of SMD, similarly to youth with ODD, are significantly more likely to be diagnosed with a depressive disorder on an average of 8 years of follow-up 28 .
A new diagnosis, Disruptive Mood Dysregulation Disorder (DMDD) was recently included in the DSM-5 29 based largely on research on SMD. Criteria for DMDD are similar to SMD, with the exception that the SMD hyperarousal symptoms were removed from the criteria for DMDD, the upper boundary of the age of onset is set earlier at age 10, and an ODD diagnosis is excluded with a DMDD diagnosis. The hallmark symptoms of DMDD are recurrent severe temper outbursts in context of a chronically irritable mood. DMDD shares many characteristics of ODD including irritable mood and temper outbursts. The irritabledimension of ODD, not the oppositional component, predicts later mood and anxiety disorders 30, 31 .
Published research on DMDD as a diagnostic category is limited 32 . Post hoc analysis of existing studies, such as a recent analysis of multiple epidemiologic studies 33 , may be of some utility in further informing our understanding of DMDD.
The single best predictive factor associated with risk of developing BD is high family loading for the disorder 34 . The Pittsburgh Bipolar Offspring Study (BIOS) is a single site cohort study following offspring of parents with BD as well as offspring of parents from a demographically matched community sample 35 . The initial publication from the study reported an increased rate of mood disorders and anxiety disorders for offspring of parents with BD compared to offspring of control parents, including odds ratios (ORs) of 13.4 for a bipolar spectrum disorder, 2.1 for a depressive disorder, and 2.3 for anxiety disorders. After controlling for demographic factors, offspring of parents with BD did not have significantly higher rates of ADHD than controls. Offspring of parents with BD with high socioeconomic status (SES) had higher rates of ODD and conduct disorder (CD) compared to control offspring, though this was not true at lower SES.
The primary objective of this current study was to evaluate whether the offspring of parents with BD were more likely to meet modified criteria for DMDD than offspring of parents without BD, and whether this would be better accounted for by higher rates of other diagnoses in parents with BD 35 . As detailed below, the DMDD criteria were modified because at the time of the original study existing assessment tools did not include specifically all aspects of the DSM-5 criteria, though much of this information could be gleaned from the assessment instruments and narrative summaries previously collected. Similar methods have been used in recent publications 33, 36 . We secondarily explored rates of a chronic irritability phenotype, defined using only DMDD symptom criteria A-D, capturing youth with frequent temper outbursts in context of severe chronic irritability independent of their diagnosis.
We hypothesized that offspring of parents with BD would be at higher risk for DMDD than offspring of community control parents, and this difference would not be accounted for entirely by comorbid non-BD parental diagnoses. Additionally, we compared the demographic and clinical characteristics of offspring of parents with BD who did or did not meet DMDD criteria. Additionally, we hypothesized that the chronic irritability phenotype will be common in youth at familial risk for BD with mood and anxiety disorders, ODD, CD, and ADHD.
Method Subjects
The methods for the Pittsburgh Bipolar Offspring Study have been described in detail elsewhere 35, [37] [38] [39] . A summary is provided below.
Parents (Probands)-Parents with BD (n=233) were recruited through advertisement (53%), adult BD studies (31%), and outpatient clinics (16%). There were no differences in BD subtype, age of BD onset, or rates of non-BD disorders on the basis of recruitment source. Parents were required to fulfill Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Version-IV (DSM-IV) criteria for BD-I or -II. Exclusion criteria included current or lifetime diagnoses of schizophrenia, mental retardation, mood disorders secondary to substance abuse, medical conditions, or medications, and living more than 200 miles away from Pittsburgh.
Parents (Controls)-Control parents (n=143) consisted of healthy parents and parents with non-BD psychiatric disorders from the community group matched by age, sex, and neighborhood using the zip codes and the area code and first 3 digits of telephone numbers. The exclusion criteria for the control parents were the same as those for parents with BD, with the additional requirements that neither biological parent could have BD, and they could not have a first-degree relative with BD. Control parents were recruited by the University Center for Social and Urban Research, University of Pittsburgh in an approximate ratio of 1 control parent for every 2 parents with BD.
Offspring
With the exception of children who were unable to participate (e.g., mental retardation), all offspring ages 6 through 17 years from each family were included in the study (n=375 offspring of parents with BD, 241 offspring of control parents), with a single exception described below.
Procedures
After receiving Institutional Review Board approval and obtaining written informed consent from parents and assent from children, parents were assessed for psychiatric disorders and other variables. DSM-IV psychiatric disorders for proband parents were ascertained through the Structured Clinical Interview-DSM-IV (SCID) 40 plus the ADHD, Disruptive Behavior Disorders (DBD), and Separation Anxiety Disorder (SAD) sections from the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children, Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL) 41 .
Parents were interviewed about their children, and the offspring were directly interviewed for the presence of lifetime non-mood psychiatric disorders using the K-SADS-PL. Mood disorders were evaluated using the K-SADS Mania Rating Scale and the depression section of the KSADS-Present Episode version, modified to assess lifetime mood disorders. As per the KSADS instructions, mood symptoms that were also in common with other psychiatric disorders (e.g., hyperactivity) were not rated as present in the mood section unless they intensified with the onset of abnormal mood. Comorbid diagnoses were not assigned if they occurred exclusively during a mood episode.
All diagnoses were made using DSM-IV criteria, with the exception of DMDD, which is described in detail below. We used the operationalized criteria for BD-NOS from the COBY study 15, 42, 43 . In most cases, youth with BD-NOS in COBY did not meet criteria for BD-I or -II because of insufficient duration of symptoms rather than insufficient number of symptoms. With the exception of BD-NOS in children, other NOS and adjustment disorders for children or adults were not included in these analyses.
Bachelor's-or Master's-level interviewers completed all assessments after intensive training for all instruments and after ≥80% agreement with a certified rater.
Approximately 90% of assessments were carried out in the subjects' homes. To ensure blindness to parental diagnoses, the interviewers who met with the parent to assess parental psychopathology were different from the interviewers who assessed their children's psychopathology. When necessary, subjects' medical and psychiatric records were obtained and reviewed by their respective interviewers. All data were presented to a child psychiatrist for diagnostic confirmation. The child psychiatrists were also blind to the psychiatric status of the parents.
SES was ascertained using the Hollingshead scale 44 . Offspring psychosocial functioning at intake was assessed using the Children's Global Assessment Scale (C-GAS)45.
DMDD Diagnosis
DMDD was not proposed at the time of the design of the study and employed instruments did not ascertain specifically all of the criteria for the disorder, though the cardinal symptoms of most interest are assessed in detail. When the instruments did not provide information, we reviewed the narrative summaries of the clinical presentations. The following criteria were used to evaluate the presence of DMDD in our sample. The score on the current temper outburst item on the K-SADS ODD screen reflected frequent, severe temper outbursts occurring 2-5 times per week for the past 6 months (Criteria A-C). The ratings for both the "easily annoyed" and "angry" items on the KSADS ODD supplement were "daily or almost daily," (Criterion D). Duration criteria of 6 months were assessed in the original ODD supplement, but narrative summaries were reviewed to confirm persistence of symptoms for 12 months (Criterion E). Impairment was present in at least 2 out of 3 contexts (home, school, and/or with peers) (Criterion F). Children were all at least 6 years of age (Criterion G). Age of onset before age 10 (Criterion H) and symptoms occurring only in the context of other disorders (Criterion J) were assessed by reviewing the narrative summaries. We wish to emphasize for clarity the important criterion that any subject with a diagnosis of any BD spectrum disorder was disqualified from a DMDD diagnosis (Criterion I). Similar approaches have been applied to other large studies to evaluate the prevalence of SMD 28 and DMDD 33, 36 . One subject was excluded from the analysis entirely because the narrative did not allow us to determine whether he should be assigned a DMDD diagnosis due to unclear age of onset and duration.
Chronic Irritability Phenotype
In the secondary analysis, we specifically focused on the DMDD symptom criteria A-D, which includes the items for severe chronic irritability and inappropriate temper outbursts. To avoid confusion with the DMDD diagnosis, the label "chronic irritability phenotype" was applied to children who met criteria A-D (regardless of whether they met full DMDD criteria). The DMDD criteria A-D are an elegant proxy for the clinical presentation of the explosive, irritable child so frequently seen in the clinical practice of child and adolescent psychiatry. As we focused upon the presence of these particular symptoms without regard to age limits, other diagnoses, or any other exclusionary criteria, diagnoses which would exclude a diagnosis of DMDD, such as BD, are included in this analysis. By not excluding these diagnostic categories, the chronic irritability phenotype in youth with a parent with BD could be considered across diagnoses.
Statistical Analyses
Standard parametric and nonparametric statistical tests were used as appropriate to examine the group rates of DMDD and associated factors.
Odds Ratios (ORs) to estimate the risk of DMDD based on status as offspring of bipolar parents or community control parents were calculated using generalized linear mixed models with family of origin used as a random effect variable. The model was initially constructed as a univariate model. Subsequently, demographic variables (age, gender, race, SES, and offspring living with both biological parents) and proband parent non-BD lifetime diagnoses (ADHD, depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, ODD/CD, and substance use disorder) were entered as potential covariates. Models were constructed with backward model selection procedures, removing demographic variables and parental diagnoses with p>0.10 iteratively in order of magnitude until all variables remaining in the model were significant. Similar procedures were used to examine the association of DMDD and offspring diagnoses in the offspring of parents with BD. Given diagnostic overlap between DMDD and ODD, offspring ODD was not included in the final multivariate model.
Results

DMDD in offspring of parents with BD vs. offspring of community controls
Offspring of parents with BD were significantly more likely to meet criteria for DMDD than offspring of community control parents, χ 2=11.9, p=0.001. Twenty-five (6.7%) offspring of parents with BD met criteria for DMDD (mean age 10.5, range 6.5-17.5, 13/25 female), while only 2 (0.8%) of the offspring of community control parents met criteria for DMDD. There were no statistically significant demographic differences between the two groups.
In a univariate model, having a parent with BD was associated with an eight-fold increase in the risk of DMDD over offspring of control parents (OR=8.3, 95% CI 1.9-36.0) ( Table 1) . In the multivariate model, after backward model selection elimination of demographic and parent diagnosis variables with p>0.10, having a parent with BD (OR 5.4, 95% CI 1.2-24.5) and having a parent with ADHD (OR 3.7, 95% CI 1.6-8.7) conferred increased risk for DMDD.
Factors associated with DMDD in the offspring of parents with BD
Demographic variables were not significantly associated with DMDD among offspring of parents with BD (Table 2) . Offspring who met DMDD criteria were more likely to have a parent with comorbid BD and ADHD in comparison to the offspring who did not meet DMDD criteria. Offspring with DMDD also had higher rates of ADHD, ODD, and CD, as well as worse overall functioning (all p<0.05) than their non-DMDD peers. Depressive disorders were more common in offspring with DMDD, though there were only 3 (12.0%) offspring with DMDD with MDD, compared to 31 (8.9%) without DMDD. There were no significant group differences in rates of SUD or anxiety disorders. The C-GAS at time of intake was significantly lower in youth who met criteria for DMDD.
Nearly all of the offspring of a bipolar parent who met DMDD criteria also met for either CD (8/25) or ODD (16/25) . If CD were not applied as an exclusion criteria for ODD, then 23/25 met criteria for ODD, with only one subject meeting criteria for CD but not ODD.
In addition, DMDD substantially overlapped with ADHD comorbid with either ODD or CD, as 8/25 of the offspring with DMDD had comorbid ADHD and ODD, and an additional 7/25 had comorbid ADHD and CD.
A multivariate model was constructed to evaluate the association between DMDD and the diagnoses of depressive disorders, ADHD, anxiety disorders, and CD in the offspring of parents with BD (Table 3) . Offspring ADHD tripled the risk for DMDD (OR 3.1, 95% CI 1.2-8.2), and offspring CD increased risk for DMDD by nearly twenty-fold (OR 18.8, 95% CI 4.9-71.3). Also retained in the model after backward model selection procedures were offspring depressive disorders (OR 2.4, p=0.082).
Chronic irritability phenotype in offspring of parents with BD vs. offspring of community controls
Offspring of parents with BD were much more likely to display the chronic irritability phenotype, χ 2 =18.8, p<0.005. Forty-seven (12.5%) out of 375 offspring of parents with BD displayed the chronic irritability phenotype, while only 6/241 (2.5%) displayed the chronic irritability phenotype in the offspring of control parents.
Chronic irritability phenotype by diagnosis in the offspring of parents with BD
Several diagnoses are associated with an increased rate of the chronic irritability phenotype in the offspring of parents with BD (Table 4 
Discussion
This study examined the rates of the DMDD diagnosis as well as a severe chronic irritability phenotype in the offspring of parents with BD and community controls, as well as factors associated with DMDD in youth at familial risk for BD. We found that the offspring of parents with BD were more than eight times more likely to meet DMDD criteria than the offspring of community control parents, and 5.4 times more likely after controlling for demographic variables and other parental diagnoses, most significantly parental ADHD, which itself increased risk for DMDD by a factor of nearly 4. Similarly, the offspring of parents with BD had much higher rates of severe chronic irritability as compared to community controls (12.5% vs. 2.5%). As previously reported in this sample 35 , the offspring of a parent with BD are at increased risk for BD and non-BD psychopathology, including depressive disorders, anxiety disorders, DBD, and ADHD. However, when controlling for demographic variables and parental diagnoses, the only non-BD disorder that remained at higher risk was anxiety disorders (OR=2.3), as depressive disorders (OR=2.1), DBD (OR=2.1), and ADHD (OR=1.4) were no longer statistically significantly higher in the offspring of parents with BD. This study indicates that at intake, DMDD has a numerically higher magnitude of association with having a parent with BD as compared to other non-BD diagnoses.
Among the offspring of a bipolar parent, depressive disorders, ADHD, CD were associated with increased risk for meeting criteria for DMDD, whereas anxiety disorders, contrary to our hypothesis, were not. All but one of the youth with DMDD (24/25) also met criteria for either ODD (if permitted) or CD. Offspring with DMDD were substantially more impaired than their non-DMDD peers.
The offspring of parents with BD with chronic irritability and frequent temper outbursts (chronic irritability phenotype) had significantly higher rates of BD-I or -II, ADHD, ODD, and CD. Among the 47 offspring of parents with BD who displayed the chronic irritability phenotype, 39 (83.0%) met criteria for either ODD or CD. In the offspring of parents with BD, the chronic irritability phenotype was observed in nearly one-quarter of the offspring with ADHD, one-third of the offspring with BD-I or -II, half of the youth with ODD, and nearly all of the offspring with CD.
The above findings must be interpreted in the context of various limitations inherent to this study. First, DMDD criteria were applied post hoc using the ODD supplement of the KSADS-PL which was not specifically designed to assign a diagnosis of DMDD. However, the criteria used were very close to the DSM-5 criteria. Moreover, our approach was similar to that used to study SMD in the Great Smoky Mountains Study 28 , as well as studies of DMDD in other post hoc studies employing similar methodologies 33, 36 . Of the 53 youth who displayed the chronic irritability phenotype across the subject groups, 14 did not meet age of onset criteria, 4 did not meet duration criteria, 10 were not impaired in more than one setting, and 10 met criteria for a BD spectrum disorder. Symptoms only occurred in the context of a mood disorder in 2 subjects. Although our approach rigorously assessed DMDD criteria using available information, it is not entirely clear if the diagnosis might have been assigned differently using methods designed a priori to identify DMDD. The narrative summaries clearly revealed the symptom criteria for which they were used in all but one subject, who was excluded from the analysis. As the ODD supplement is employed whenever frequent severe temper outbursts are present, false negatives are unlikely.
Second, very few offspring of community control parents met criteria for DMDD. This is comparable to rates of operationalized DMDD (0.8-3.3%) 33 in Copeland's study. Because of our sample size, we were unable to draw conclusions about offspring of control parents who met criteria for DMDD. The findings of this study may have little bearing on youth who do not have a parent with BD.
Third, the young mean age of offspring examined in the study suggests that the majority of the sample has yet to traverse the period of greatest risk for BD or other mood and anxiety disorders, and possibly DMDD itself. These analyses are cross-sectional and used lifetime diagnoses for child and parental psychopathology, while the DMDD diagnosis was assigned if symptoms were present at the time of the initial assessment into the BIOS study. Given the cross-sectional design, we are unable to determine whether DMDD may predict increased or decreased risk for the later onset of other disorders.
Despite these limitations, this study adds to the limited literature on DMDD, examining the rates of a DMDD in a large sample of youth at high risk for a wide variety of psychiatric diagnoses. This high risk sample is particularly relevant given that one rationale for the inclusion of DMDD in the DSM-5 is that criteria for BD are being misapplied to youth with chronic irritability who do not have distinct episodes of manic symptoms 32 . In this study, about one-third of the offspring with BD displayed chronic irritability and frequent temper outbursts, though the presence of hypomania or mania excludes the DMDD diagnosis. These findings highlight the tremendous importance of screening for and applying exclusion criteria before diagnosing DMDD, particularly in offspring of parents with BD. While DMDD does not lie on the bipolar spectrum any more than other non-bipolar diagnostic categories, severe chronic irritability is not uncommon in BD, and a failure to apply exclusion criteria carefully, including a thorough screen for hypomania/mania, could lead to misdiagnosis.
All but one of the offspring of parents with BD who met DMDD criteria would meet criteria for ODD or CD as well (though a DMDD diagnosis excludes the ODD diagnosis). In addition, 60% of the DMDD offspring met criteria for both ADHD and either ODD or CD. The markedly increased risk for DMDD in offspring with CD would not be predicted based on overlapping criteria alone.
The results of this high risk offspring study suggest that severe chronic irritability with frequent temper outbursts are also commonly associated with other disorders, including ADHD, ODD/CD, and mood disorders, including BD. Similarly, using a dimensional approach examining a sample from BIOS aged 6-18, Diler et al 46 found that, compared with offspring of control parents, the offspring of parents with BD had elevated levels of mood dysregulation (CBCL-DP subscale) as well as mood lability (impulsivity, irritability, temper outbursts, etc.). Previous studies report that youth who met criteria for SMD had very low rates of manic or hypomanic episodes on follow-up compared to youth diagnosed with BD 16 and had low rates of familial BD 27 . In our study, youth at risk for BD met criteria for DMDD at higher rates compared to community controls. However, this cross-sectional study cannot determine whether offspring of parents with BD who meet criteria for DMDD are at higher or lower risk to develop BD in the future. Several hypotheses could be generated. For one, the absence of distinct hypomania or mania episodes at onset of severe chronic irritability could actually signal a low risk of later conversion to BD (as seen in the SMD study). Alternatively, as these high risk youth had not yet reached the age of highest vulnerability for BD, youth who may later develop BD could possibly present with severe chronically irritability prior to the onset of hypomania or mania episodes. As family history is such a potent risk factor for development of BD, further investigation will reveal whether having a family history of BD could predict a distinct developmental trajectory for youth with DMDD.
Despite our finding that the risk of DMDD in youth with parents who have BD is increased compared to those who do not share this genetic predisposition, this does not mean that DMDD is on the bipolar spectrum. Parental bipolar disorder increases the risk for multiple categories of childhood psychopathology, and DMDD is no more on the bipolar spectrum than are anxiety disorders, MDD, or ADHD. However, each of these disorders may share more basic deficits of neurocircuitry and affective regulation skills. Chronic irritability represents a common vulnerability among children who suffer from a variety of disorders. As investigations increasingly move away from categorical diagnoses towards basic domains of functioning, we will learn the degree to which emotional dysregulation is similar or dissimilar across the diagnostic categories we currently use to conceptualize our patients.
A diagnosis of DMDD may substantially impact future treatment recommendations, though at this time there is limited data available to directly inform treatment of DMDD. A small study of lithium (n=14) vs. placebo (n=11) was ineffective for treatment of SMD 47 , while a small (n=21) open-label trial showed that risperidone reduced irritability in SMD 48 . The diagnostic stability of DMDD is not known in youth at risk for BD, and optimal treatment approaches may differ in this population.
In a longitudinal study comparing youth with SMD and BD 16 , only one participant with SMD experienced a manic or hypomanic episode after two year follow-up. The authors note that the participant with SMD who experienced the manic or hypomanic episode had first and second degree relatives with BD. Longitudinal studies could elucidate whether severe chronic irritability in the offspring of a parent with BD may be associated with a differential risk for later development of BD. Table 2 Comparison Note: ADHD = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; CD = conduct disorder; C-GAS = Children's Global Assessment Scale; FET = Fisher's exact test; NS = not significant; ODD = oppositional defiant disorder; SES = socioeconomic status; SUD = substance use disorder. Note: All factors p>0.10 removed by backward model selection procedures (offspring anxiety disorder). ADHD = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; CD = conduct disorder. Table 4 Chronic Irritability Phenotype in Offspring of Parents with Bipolar Disorder (BD), by Offspring Diagnosis Note: ADHD = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; CD = conduct disorder; C-GAS = Children's Global Assessment Scale; FET = Fisher's exact test; NOS = not otherwise specified; NS = not significant; ODD = oppositional defiant disorder; SES = socioeconomic status; SUD = substance use disorder.
